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Abstract—In the last decade we have witnessed a rapid
growth in data center systems, requiring new and highly
complex networking devices. The need to refresh networking
infrastructure whenever new protocols or functions are introduced, and the increasing costs that this entails, are of a concern
to all data center providers. New generations of Systems on
Chip (SoC), integrating microprocessors and higher bandwidth
interfaces, are an emerging solution to this problem. These
devices permit entirely new systems and architectures that can
obviate the replacement of existing networking devices while
enabling seamless functionality change. In this work, we explore
open source, RISC based, SoC architectures with high performance networking capabilities. The prototype architectures
are implemented on the NetFPGA-SUME platform. Beyond
details of the architecture, we also describe the hardware
implementation and the porting of operating systems to the
platform. The platform can be exploited for the development
of practical networking appliances, and we provide use case
examples.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Transformational technology [8], [13], combined with
computing bottlenecks [27] has led to a rethinking of the
hardware-software designs of modern computing systems.
Undoubtedly, many of these changes had been driven by
the growth in networking data created and consumed by
user applications. The increasing amount of networking data
also leads architects to focus on data-centric computational
architectures able to meet the demand of high I/O performance. Systems-on-Chip (SoC) integrating high bandwidth
network interfaces also emerge on high performance server
systems [11], [15].
In this paper, we explore architectures embedding RISC
based processors on the NetFPGA-SUME platform [5]. RISC
processors are dominant in the mobile and portable electronics appliances markets due to their high power efficiency [10].
While building a high-performance server based on 64bit RISC CPUs, embedded within a SoC alongside high
bandwidth integrated networking and I/O interfaces are also
available [20], [16], While the computing performance of x86
based servers is still better, it is believed that RISC based
servers will eventually prevail thanks to their superior power
efficiency [19].
Soft processors provide a high degree of freedom for both
the processor design and the architecture at a system level.
While free open-source approaches, in contrast to commercial

RISC processors (e.g. ARM-based), have an appealing lowbar to entry. Extensibility and cost have lead to open-source
CPU projects [7], [4], [1] being increasingly attractive to
users and developers in both academia and industry.
The configurability available in commercial processors embedded in FPGAs (e.g. Xilinx’s ARM-based Zynq, Altera’s
Nios) is not sufficient to enable the introduction of new
processor-level functionality or for tailoring performance. In
contrast, flexibility can almost verge on excessive with open
source processor projects varying significantly: from implementations of an instruction set architecture (ISA), through
to a soft-core processor, to a full SoC implementation. While
many of these open source projects provide tool chains
for hardware and software implementations, a considerable
engineering effort is still required to build a system on a
newly customized platform. Even when hardware is already
implemented, porting software to a platform is far from being
a trivial task.
Two open source RISC processor implementations are
demonstrated on the NetFPGA-SUME platform: RISCV [22], [4] and BERI [23]. In each case a significant amount
of software operations is executed, including, but not limited
to device-drivers, operating-system ports, and a range of
application programmes.
A high performance networking platform with an embedded processor adventures to both industry and academic
research. As an example, a network switch is a key building
block in network systems. In the past, the design of a switch
was focused on the forwarding engine. However, network
architects are pursuing an increasing level of flexibility
without comprising performance. An embedded processor
within the switch enables fully fledge control and adoption
of a switch functionality in field, such as the installation of
new protocol stacks on the fly. However, multi-core processor
cannot replace the FPGA, as FPGAs provide higher data
plane performance [28]. Although FPGA devices have inherent limitations to achieving high performance compared to
ASICs, they allow implementation of network fabrics capable
of more than 100 Gbps (e.g. [25]). Additionally, FPGAs allow
verification of line-rate hardware implementations of system
functions without incurring tremendous tape-out costs on
state of the art silicon technology.
The contribution of this work is several-fold: (i) We
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demonstrate the development of fully-featured networksystems, based on an open source RISC based CPU, implemented as an FPGA-based prototype. (ii) We compare and
contrast two different open-source processor architectures
as the processing cores for the networking systems and
(iii) we demonstrate porting and running standard operating
systems on top of these fully programmable systems. An
integrated open source platform such as this can provide
a natural evaluation environment for networking systems as
an enabler for their rapid implementation. (iv) We make the
infrastructure available as an open source contribution to the
NetFPGA ecosystem.
II. M OTIVATION
The NetFPGA-SoC (NetSoC) is a platform for the research
community that enables research into current and future
approaches to network-based systems. To understand the
challenge the platform tackles, consider the following use
model:
New network stacks and operating systems for datacenter and cloud computing (e.g. [9], [11], [17]) seek high
throughput, low latency and increased application performance. These works take advantage of advances in networking, such as network hardware functionality, flexibility
from software defined networks, and novel network fabric
topology. However, all these solutions are limited by the
architecture imposed by their commodity CPUs. Examples
of such limitations include limited support for resource
allocation and isolation in the CPU’s hardware for I/O or
interconnect.
To study possible solutions to application limitations, a
demand is created for platforms that support modifying
and extending CPU/systems architectures. This means closed
commodity CPU based systems are not suitable. Furthermore,
using FPGAs with embedded CPUs makes it hard to port
any successful solution to other platforms or adapt it for
commercial ASIC use. This calls for an open source CPU
based platform.
The CPU is only one part of the equation, as extensive
networking knowledge is required to create high performance
networking platforms. Processors and networking devices
have different performance metrics: IPC vs. packets per
second, throughput vs. bandwidth and latency. The work on
NetSoC brought together researchers from both practices, and
through close integration bridged the gap between the fields.
NetSoC is tailored for scalability studies: if, e.g., there is
a 10× frequency ratio between an FPGA and silicon-based
CPU, then a design that supports 10GbE on an FPGA will
support 100GbE using an ASIC with an embedded CPU.
NetSoC can be used to analysis bottlenecks by reducing only
the CPU and data path pipeline frequency without scaling
down the DRAM frequency. This changes the relative rates
and replicates the impact of improved performance RAM
relative to a stable speed of CPU and data-pipeline. In turn,
this can assist in detecting hidden architecture constraints, or
limitations mistaken to be the memory wall.

TABLE I: Summary of open source RISC processors.
ISA
OS
Design
FPGA Speed

BERI [23], [24]
MIPS R4000
FreeBSD
Bluespec SystemVerilog (BSV)
120MHz

RISC-V [22], [7]
RISC-V ISA
Linux
Chisel
50MHz

In NetSoC, we support two types of RISC CPUs: BERI
and RISC-V (described in section III). Each of the CPUs
supports a different operating system: FreeBSD and Linux,
respectively. This achieves three goals: making both the
BERI and RISC-V architectures available to networking
researchers, making both FreeBSD and Linux available to
networking researchers focused on operating systems and
network stack design, and enabling comparative performance
studies of RISC-V and BERI over the same hardware platform.
III. S YSTEM A RCHITECTURE
Our networked system is prototyped over NetFPGASUME [26], a low-cost, PCIe host adapter card able to
support 40 Gbps and 100 Gbps applications. Two open source
RISC processors known as BERI [23] and RISC-V [7],
summarized in Table I, are implemented respectively on the
NetFPGA-SUME platform to explore their performance and
costs.
We use an identical system-level architecture for both
RISC processors, as illustrated in Figure 1. All peripherals
have address mapped registers, exposed to the processors as
well as an external host (e.g. PC) via a PCI-Express (PCIe)
interface. In addition to the processors, the platform integrates multiple NetFPGA modules, such as the networking
fabric, as well and Xilinx peripheral IPs (e.g. DDR memory,
10G port). In the following subsections, we provide a detailed
description of the integrated modules.
A. BERI and RISC-V
BERI [23] and RISC-V [7] are two diverse architectures.
While BERI [23] is designed based on MIPS R4000 Instruction Set Architecture (ISA), RISC-V is created based
on new open source ISA. In [24], BERI is running at a clock
speed of 100 MHz, with a 256-bit wide memory interface
and 16 KB L1 and 64 KB L2 caches. In this work, we use
the BERI1 flavour of the processor, which is a mature and
higher-performance variant for advanced research [23], and
implement it using 120 MHz, clock frequency on NetFPGASUME. We integrate BERI modules generated by a Bluespec
SystemVerilog (BSV) compiler into the architecture shown in
Figure 1.
Unlike BERI, RISC-V is designed in Chisel [2], which is
an open source hardware construction language that supports
layered domain-specific hardware language. A RISC-V ASIC
implementation runs at a clock speed of 1.3 GHz [14]. In
this paper, we adopted the RISC-V Verilog core variant used
in [4]. In Figure 1, the SPI controller used to access the SD
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Fig. 1: RISC processor based FPGA platform architecture.

card storing a bootloader and a Linux kernel is used only by
the RISC-V processor.
As a stand alone computing unit, NetSoC requires a large
memory, from which the operating system and applications
can be executed. To this end, we connect the processors to
the external DDR3 SODIMM module running at 1866 MT/s.
The density of each memory module is 4 GB and it can easily
accommodate the small size of operating system we use.
The external memory on the platform can be extended up
to 32 GB and used also for other purpose.

B. SoC Interconnect
An AMBA AXI protocol is used across the design both
for the data-plane (using an AXI-Stream protocol) and the
control-plane (using AXI4 and AXI4-lite protocols). The
AXI bus interconnect in Figure 1 has two master interfaces1 :
the processor(s) and the direct memory access (DMA) engine.
The DMA engine is the communication module with the
host machine, using a PCIe interface. Consequently, all the
modules connected to the AXI interconnect can be accessed
both by the processor and the host machine. Therefore, the
memory and peripherals can be monitored and debugged on
the host machine side.
The AXI-stream protocol is used for Ethernet packet data
transactions across the architecture. Point-to-point transactions between AXI-stream master and slave (ST-M and STS, respectively) allow to easily handle bursts of data without
compromising the line rate.
1 A RISC-V core has two master interfaces separated into AXI4 and AXI4lite for memory and peripheral accesses, respectively. One is omitted in
Figure 1.

C. Networking Modules
The networking modules used in the architecture are
different from the reference modules provided by NetFPGASUME. While there is some similarity in roles and functionality, the RISC embedded architecture requires a different
implementation, as illustrated in Figure 1. The networking
modules consist of four module types: 10 GbE ports, Input
Arbiter (IAR), Output Arbiter (OAR) and Packet Controller
(PAC). Unlike a PC handling high bandwidth networking
through PCIe a board, SoC can enable tightly binding CPU,
MMU, and networking interface to improve performance in
terms of data rate and latency.
The 10 GbE port includes basic Ethernet layers one and
two functionality. Every 10 GbE port module (omitted from
Figure 1), is a combination of an incoming port and an
outgoing port, which create a single physical port. Meta
data indicating packet length and source port information is
appended to each packet within this module as well.
IAR module arbitrates in a round robin manner between all
the 10 GbE input ports to the device, whereas OAR arbitrates
between all output ports while sending outgoing packets.
Both IAR and OAR use an AXI-Stream interface to connect
to the 10 GbE port through the MAC core.
PAC serves two roles: first, it converts all AXI-Stream
transactions from the network to AXI-Lite transactions towards the AXI interconnect, and second it controls all
the transactions from the network to RISC and the other
way around. Any incoming packet arriving from the input
arbiter triggers an interrupt to the CPU, which in turn reads
the packet from the PAC (through the AXI interconnect).
Outgoing packets, from the processor to the network, also
pass through the PAC to the Output Arbiter, an from there
to the 10 GbE ports.
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Fig. 3: Experimental setup for the evaluation.
Fig. 2: BERI FPGA programming and boot sequences.

In NetSoC, no packet processing is done by the networking
modules, as this functionality is executed by the kernel
driver running on the processor. This feature enables high
programmability in the NetSoC platform, as any protocol or
functionality can be programmed into the processor per use
case.
D. Debugger and Console Modules
BERI processor operations can be traced and debugged
using a built-in debugging unit [23]. The debugging unit
traces the processor operations and provides access to local
registers, interfacing with the serial debugger in Figure 1 by
sending and receiving serial byte data. The serial debugger,
connected to the AXI interconnect, is driven by a host PC
through the PCIe interface. Using the serial debugger, the
processor can be paused, resumed and transfer a dump of
the operated instructions for debug purposes. It is also used
to trigger the boot process of the BERI core after loading the
FreeBSD kernel into the DDR3 memory.
A console module is designed to emulate a serial interface
peripheral (e.g UART). It is mapped onto the same address
range as the BERI serial interface implemented in [12]. The
console module can be used as a terminal of the BERI
operating system.
E. Operating System and Kernel Network Driver
Both processor implementations are running standard operating systems: FreeBSD for BERI, and Linux for RISC-V.
While Linux for the RISC-V is used “as is” from [7], with
FreeBSD for BERI the process was different. We started with
the BERI infrastructure described in [12]. Our porting process followed the adjustments common to bring-up of a new
embedded or SoC target device using an already supported
CPU. We had to update the device tree source, describing
the hardware available, and the boot loader, for the memory
layout and the peripherals. A new kernel configuration file
was added including BERI specific peripherals and setting

platform specific options. In addition to the aforementioned
console modules, a network interface driver was written for
interconnecting with the platform, which is already publicly
available in [6]. One advantage of the FreeBSD operating
system, is its existing support of on the fly installation of
network protocols [21], which largely advantages networking
appliances. Without a DMA engine on the BERI side, the
kernel network driver implements a classic register-based
programmed I/O (PIO) interface talking to an input and
an output FIFO. The evaluation results in Section IV are
obtained using this driver.
Due to differences in peripherals and drivers available in
the OSes for BERI and RISC-V architectures, their initialization sequences are designed differently. While RISC-V
loads an image of the Linux kernel from the SD card, BERI
requires several steps to load its kernel, without using the
on-board storage. Figure 2 illustrates the BERI initialization
sequence during the evaluation (Section IV), from programming the FPGA to mounting the network file system (NFS).
The NFS is set between BERI and the host over the 10 GbE
ports shown in Figure 3.
After the OS kernel is loaded, any application can run on
the target processor, as with any host running FreeBSD or
Linux. An immediate example is using the network driver
running on FreeBSD to configure and enable the BERI
network interfaces. Other examples are using scp and vi.
IV. E VALUATION
We implemented the presented BERI and RISC-V architectures for a Virtex-7 690T FPGA used on NetFPGA-SUME2 ,
using Xilinx Vivado 2014.4 EDK, following the conventional Xilinx tool chain design flow. The BERI and RISC-V
based platforms run at 120 MHz and 50 MHz, respectively.
Although a single-core implementation is used to port the OS
kernels, we also investigate the number of BERI and RISC-V
cores that can be simultaneously instantiated on the platform.
2 This work will be available as a contributed project for the NetFPGASUME from the NetFPGA (http://www.netfpga.org) project.
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TABLE II: Comparison of FPGA implementation cost.
Single-BERI
Quad-BERI Single-RISC-V
LUT/FF
LUT/FF
LUT/FF
RISC(s) 72.1K/29.8K 289K/118K 40.8K/16.7K
(%)
16.6%/3.4% 66.7%/13.6%
9.4%/1.9%
Inter
16.9K/18.7K 21.0K/19.0K
6.1K/6.2K
(%)
3.9%/2.1%
4.9%/21.9%
1.4%/0.7%
Peri
47.8K/47.2K 47.5K/47.3K 35.8K/35.4K
11.0%/5.4%
10.9%/5.4%
8.2%/4.1%
(%)
Unused 296K/770K
75.7K/681K
350K/808K
(%)
68.4%/88.9% 17.4%/78.7% 80.8%/93.2%

Fig. 4: RTL level simulation environment for verification.

A. Simulation Environment
Figure 4 presents the simulation environment used to verify
the architecture at system level. We conducted a RTL level
simulation, using the same 32 MB FreeBSD kernel used in
the booting process of the actual hardware. The DesignUnder-Test (DUT) is the top level module implemented on
the FPGA. To simulate interaction with the external memory,
the memory controller is connected to a DDR3 SODIMM
memory model [3], which represents the same memory as it
is used on the SUME board.
While the DRAM memory is initialized in the hardware
by the host via the AXI bus interface, the initialization is not
practical in simulation due to the duration of the simulation
processing time. Instead, the memory model is initialized
with the kernel by using a dedicated testbench task. The task
converts the data to a required format, splits the kernel to files
and distributes it as required. In this manner, we can observe
in the simulation the entire core initialization sequence, from
BERI entering the kernel to logging data out into the console
module. The RTL level simulation was performed using the
Mentor Questa Sim 10.4 simulator.
The simulation environment for the RISC-V architecture is
similar to the Figure 4. In this case, we verified the sequence
until the boot loader accesses the SD card via the SPI
controller, and the Linux kernel is copied into the memory.
The simulation environment is also available as open-source
as part of the released project.
B. Multi-Core Implementation Results
Many-core implementations can benefit a multitude of
applications. We explore multi-core implementations of both
processor architectures, and evaluate their resource usage and
scalability. Clock speeds of 120 MHz and 50 MHz are used
for the single- and multi-core BERI and RISC-V implementations, respectively. We find that four (quad) BERI cores
and eight (octa) RISC-V cores can be implemented on the
platform at a time. Table II summarizes the implementation
cost of BERI and RISC-V, showing the amount of resources
taken by the RISC cores, AXI Interconnect (Inter), Peripheral

Octa-RISC-V
LUT/FF
326K/133K
75.3%/15.4%
16.9K/13.4K
3.9%/1.6%
35.6K/35.4K
8.2%/4.1%
54.1K/683K
12.5%/78.9%

and Networking modules (Peri) and the remaining unused
resources (Unused). The RISC-V implementation is significantly smaller than BERI; this allows twice the number of
cores on the same platform. Differences in the architecture
of every processor affects the surrounding peripherals and
interconnects, leading to a difference in the number of LUT
and FF. In addition, AXI-interconnect (Inter) is affected by
the number of cores due to the increased number of the cores’
master interfaces.
This experiment provides two important insights: First,
when a computing-intensive networking application is required, increasing the number of cores in order to achieve
better compute performance is possible. Second, when a
networked data-intensive application is required, a singlecore implementation has plenty of resources (70%-80%)
available to implement networking and data processing modules, increasing the bandwidth performance.
C. Example: Network Stack Evaluation on BERI FreeBSD
The most likely use case of NetSoC is closely integrating new CPU features with the network. Our experiment
therefore uses the BERI processor and network utilities
running on FreeBSD, with the goal of showing that NetSoC performance scales comparably with CPU frequency.
Figure 3 shows an experimental setup for the performance
evaluation. The PC machine used for the experiment ran
an octa-core i7-960 CPU, with 24 GB of RAM, equipped
with NetFPGA-SUME and a dual port SolarFlare 10G NIC
card. As illustrated in Figure 3, NetSoC and the host PC can
communicate through the 10 GbE ports over an optical fibre
connection. In the experiment, we evaluated how BERI core
clock frequencies affect the ping packet latency between
NetSoC and PC machine, as shown in Figure 5 where “PCNICs” is the latency between identical PC machines using
the identical 10 GbE NIC cards. “HW” refers to a FPGAbased hard-coded implementation of ICMP echo reply,
implemented by the NAAS-Emu project over NetFPGASUME3 , with a known latency of 1.27us and a jitter of 100ns.
The latency marked as “HW” is the ping round trip latency
between the PC and this implementation. It provides us a
reference for the latency caused by the PC, fiber and 10 GbE
ports.
3 Included

in NetFPGA SUME release 1.4.0
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V. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE WORK

Fig. 5: CDF of ping latency result.

We presented an open source, RISC based, SoC architectures for networking applications implemented on the
NetFPGA-SUME platform. The system was tested using
common user applications running on FreeBSD and Linux
operating systems. We showed that the integrated RISC
processor is a feasible solution for networking appliances
and that scalable CPU designs can take leverage of NetSoC.
Furthermore, the flexibility and programmability provided by
the platform open new directions for networking research.
Although the frequency of FPGA devices is limited in
comparison with ASICs, their parallel implementation allows
evaluating scalable prototypes and high data rate networking
fabrics close to practical systems. The processors and peripherals presented in this paper require further optimization
through hardware and software co-designing. The data- and
control-plane designs in the architecture can be considered
relatively independent, and we intend to explore reciprocation
within the integrated architectures. We plan to further extend
our work, developing novel networking fabric solutions as
proposed in [27].
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Fig. 6: CDF of cycles per ping, in thousands of cycles.
As we consider the scaling of frequency from FPGA to
ASIC, we compare the latency of NetSoC with the latency
of PC-NICs in CPU cycles. To improve the accuracy, we
only consider the NetSoC latency, and subtract the median
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architecture.
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